Press release

Marseille, 1 July 2015

Green Flow: the innovative new online waste
management solution from Onet
Onet Cleaning & Services has launched Green Flow, an innovative online waste management solution,
specially designed for on-site use by its cleaning technicians.
Building on its range of cleaning services, Onet has strengthened its position across the waste sector by
allowing customers to incorporate Green Flow into their on-site cleaning services to streamline waste
management and optimise recycling.
In practice, the use of mobile terminals, level sensors, bar codes and NFC chips allows on-site information to
be sent to the application, which then compiles all relevant data.
Green Flow gives cleaning technicians and site managers a snapshot of detailed indicators covering every
stage of the waste management process, enabling comprehensive control over waste treatment procedures.
"By encouraging waste sorting and improving reporting, Green Flow provides a platform for preventive
action to foster a better approach among company employees," explains Alexandre Maltot, Waste and
Environmental Services Manager at the Onet Services cluster. "The application helps to considerably improve
end-cycle waste recovery and processing."
Adapted to all business sectors and types of waste, Green Flow is mainly of interest to industrial and
commercial services sites, especially those committed to ISO 14001 standards and responsible development
from a broader perspective.
The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) in Luxembourg has already begun using the application
as part of its responsible development campaign.
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About the Onet Services cluster
The Onet Services cluster achieved sales of €988 million in 2014 and employed more than 44,000 people.
It comprises three main businesses:
Onet Cleaning & Services (which markets Green Flow)
Onet Logistics
Onet Airport Services
in addition to handling distribution of cleaning products and materials through Prodim.
Green Flow is the result of an ongoing innovation campaign to develop responsible solutions
The Green Flow design initiative was spearheaded by the Waste & Environment and R&D Innovation departments at the Onet Services
cluster, in partnership with Trinov. Onet aims to use new technologies and innovations to enhance operational performance and
added value for the customer. Green Flow also reflects Onet's drive to support its customers in their own responsible development
initiatives.

About the Onet engineering and services group

Onet comprises six main businesses:
Onet Cleaning & Services, Onet Logistics and Onet Airport Services
(€988 million in 2014)
Onet Technologies
(€242 million in 2014)
Onet Security and Onet Reception
(€186 million in 2014)
along with Human Resources expertise through Axxis Ressources.
Total sales in 2014: €1.5 billion. 61,400 employees at 31 December 2014, with more than 200 offices in France and seven other
countries around the world.
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